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Abstract
The diversity of Cloud computing services is challenging the application developers as various and non-standard
interfaces are provided for these services. Few middleware solutions were developed until now to support the design,
deployment and execution of service-independent applications as well as the management of resources from
multiple Clouds. This paper focuses on one of these advanced middleware solutions, called mOSAIC. Written after the
completion of its development, this paper presents an integrated overview of the mOSAIC approach and the use of its
various software prototypes in a Cloud application development process. We are starting from the design concepts
and arrive to various applications, as well as to the position versus similar initiatives.
Introduction
The story of mOSAIC (Open-source API and Platform
for Multiple Clouds) starts in Spring 2009 when its idea
emerged. The main challenges for Cloud Computing identified to that moment, as shown in [1,2], were application
and data interoperability and portability, governance and
management, metering and monitoring, as well as security. In the meanwhile some partial solutions addressing
these challenges have proposed, however, according to a
recent report [3], these challenges still exist. The key goal
of mOSAIC is to offer a solution for application portability
and interoperability across multiple Clouds. However, the
complete mOSAIC’ solution addresses partially also the
other challenges, management, governance, and security,
as will be revealed in what follows.
The mOSAIC’ solution is a result of a multi-national
team effort as part of a grant agreement with the European
Commission in the frame of FP7-ICT programme [4]
(details on the project web site [5]). The implementation
has started in September 2010 and the final software was
released in March 2013. The promises made in the early
stage of development were described in the position paper
’Building a mOSAIC of Clouds’ [6]:
1. Design a language- and vendor-agnostic application
programming interface for using multi-Cloud
resources and Cloud usage patterns.
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2. Design a generic agent skeleton for representing
various stakeholders, e.g. Cloud vendors and their
resources, Cloud users of various types, and a
collection of modules that can be used to adapt agent
skeleton to support needed functionalities.
3. Design user-centric service level agreements, a Cloud
ontology, and mechanisms for dynamic negotiation
of resources based on multi-agent technologies and
semantic data processing.
4. Build an open-source and portable platform for using
Cloud services based on the proposed API and Cloud
usage patterns.
5. Build proof-of-concept applications with a special
emphasis on data intensive applications.
These scientific and technical goals were related with the
time’s lack of (a) common programming model for Cloudoriented applications, (b) of tools for easy deployment
of scalable applications and (multi)-Cloud-based services,
(c) of standard representation for Cloud resources, (d)
of adequate service level agreements and their dynamic
negotiation, (e) of application portability due to different
APIs for Cloud services from different providers.
A variety of reports on mOSAIC’s particular software
solutions have been presented at recent scientific conferences and in journal papers. The current paper intends
to provide an overview of the full and integrated solution
with exhaustive references to literature where details can
be found. Therefore the main contribution of this paper
consists in the high-level description of the mOSAIC’s
approach and the answers to the current challenges in
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the Cloud computing domain by the mOSAIC’s technical
solutions.
The paper is organized as follows. The first part is a
description of the overall mOSAIC’s approach for solving the current problems of using multiple Clouds. The
second part concerns the mOSAIC’s positioning in the
landscape of Cloud computing services. The third part is
dedicated to a discussion of the possible future developments and improvements.

The mOSAIC’s approach
This section explains in details how the mOSAIC solution
matches the key scientific and technical goals that were
outlined in the introduction.
APIs and patterns

Several open API are already available (like jclouds, libcloud, OpenStack, most of them develop in parallel with
mOSAIC) offering a management layer for the resources
of same type from multiple Clouds (based on a common denominator of their APIs). However the services
are restricted to a specific language (like Java), a specific
architectural style (like REST oriented) or specific type of
resources (like virtual machines).
Component-based programming

The component model provides a natural abstraction for
programming and execution of Cloud applications, since
is lightweight and flexible in terms of APIs, according
[7]. However, component frameworks that are expected
to provide design-time and run-time infrastructures in
Clouds are few. A short preliminary analysis of the existing
solutions was done for mOSAIC positioning purpose and
is reported in [8]. This analysis revealed that a proof-ofconcept implementation of a component framework for
Clouds only for Java [9] was developed in parallel with
mOSAIC.
The mOSAIC’s API offers a simple way to develop
components which run on the top of its platform. The programming model of mOSAIC is based on using loosely
coupled components. A mOSAIC component represents
an entity controlled by the user: the entity is configurable,
exhibits a well defined behavior, implements application
dependent functionalities and exposes them to other components. When an instance of a mOSAIC component runs
in a Cloud environment, it consumes hardware or software resources, e.g. state-full resources hosted by Cloud
service provider and accessible through dedicated APIs.
The communication among moSAIC components takes
place through message queues, e.g. using the AMQP [10]
protocol or the Amazon’s SQS [11].
The mOSAIC’s basic component is the Cloudlet (first
introduced in [12]). A Cloudlet is an event-driven and
stateless component whose functionalities do not depend
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on the number of its instances at run-time (has a degree
of autonomy). The Cloudlets can get automatic support
for their life-cycle from the mOSAIC’s platform including
initialization, configuration and bindings to the needed
hardware and software resources. Moreover, Cloudlets
should be able to run in a Cloud environment independently from other components. Furthermore, Cloudlets
are started, stopped, replaced, or multiplied at run-time
for the application performance improvement. Multiple
instances of the same Cloudlet are therefore expected to
be supported by an application. Consequently, the elasticity concept, specific for Cloud computing, is applied at the
level of application in the mOSAIC approach.
The Cloudlets are able to access Cloud services through
Connectors. The concept of Connector is introduced to
ensure the independence from the Cloud service interfaces. A Connector is a concrete class that abstract the
access to Cloud resources and defines the set of events to
which the Cloudlet should react; its behavior is similar to
a remote procedure call, and it offers the functionality of
the common denominator of a certain type of Cloud service. For example, in the mOSAIC library for Java there is
only one Connector for key-value stores.
The Connectors access Cloud services using Drivers.
The Drivers are implementing the Cloud services interfaces. They can be interpreted as wrappers of native
resource APIs or uniform APIs, like OpenStack. These
wrappers are able to send and receive messages from the
mOSAIC’s message queues.
The components of a mOSAIC application can be written in several different languages (Java, Python, Erlang,
Node.js) and are able to communicate with each other
using a component bus (similar to CORBA’s one) and
asynchronous communications (as being loosely coupled).
In particular, Connectors and Drivers can be written
in different languages. However, the Cloudlets that are
expressing the behavior of the applications are calling the
Connectors – therefore the Connectors are expected to
be written in the same language as the Cloudlets (further
details are provided in [13]).
A simple example

We assume that a software developer intends to built an
application which is able to receive requests from the Web
(e.g. an XML file) to perform an analysis of the document
(e.g. XML parsing) and to store the results in a Cloud
storage.
Such an application will be built easily using a predefined mOSAIC component which manages the HTTP
protocol and offers the REST interfaces (the HTTP gateway, HTTPgw, in mOSAIC terms), and a Cloudlet that
receives the XML files from the gateway, process them,
and store the results in the Cloud storage using a key-value
store Connector.
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Once the application is developed it is possible to deploy
it it and use a Cloud storage service offered by a Cloud
Provider (e.g. Amazon S3) or a platform’s internal component (like Riak-based service). The decision which one
should be use can be taken at application deploy time
(not during the development) and can be even dynamically changed at runtime. Moreover if the application
needs to scale-up due to the high number of requests,
the developer can just add at runtime new Cloudlet or
other component instances to manage the newly incoming
requests.
Event-driven programming

mOSAIC’s API was designed to be event-driven. There
are few implementations of event-driven approaches in
Cloud computing, but the most known are Amazon’s SNS,
Microsoft’s Azure, and the open-source Node.js.
The main reasons for such an approach are [14]: avoidance of expensive pooling on Cloud resources; opportunity to deal with an unlimited number of messages;
adaptability that is naturally event-driven; rare changes in
the state of long-running Cloud applications; integration
with Internet of Things.
The event-driven approach has also drawbacks. The
application developer needs to write the callbacks and
the data cannot be provided with these callbacks due
to the access rights. The states of a resource should be
well defined to trigger a call to the API by the resource
provider. Therefore, a dependence on the provider can
be created for the callback. To overcome these problems,
mOSAIC has proposed an abstraction layer (Cloudlets
and Connectors) that allows the application developer to
follow the concepts of event-driven architecture, while the
low level components of the platform (Drivers) are treating the cases of demand-driven approach in the connection with the specific Cloud services. An interoperability
component of the platform (between the Connectors and
Drivers) acts as a proxy between the instances following
the two different models of interactions (further details
can be found in [15]).
Patterns

Currently, four pattern categories are used in mOSAIC:
(1) programming patterns; (2) platform patterns; (3) service usage patterns; (4) application patterns.
The programming patterns are related to ’componentbased’ and ’event-driven’ approaches. The patterns that
are supported by the mOSAIC’s platform are ’just-intime-scalability’ and ’event-based execution’.
The classical Cloud service usage patterns, as introduced in [16], are: end user to Cloud, enterprise to Cloud,
Private Cloud, changing of Cloud vendors, Hybrid Cloud
and so on. mOSAIC is mainly supporting the ’changing of
Cloud vendors’, and partially the ’Hybrid Cloud’.
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Basic application patterns that can be used for quick
application prototyping in mOSAIC were presented in an
early paper [17]. Web, databases or application servers are
supported. The proof-of-concept applications developed
in the frame of mOSAIC project showed the approach
usefulness for scientific applications. Therefore, Cloud
related patterns for scientific applications were analyzed
in details and are reported in [18].
Cloud agency
Role

The mOSAIC’s Cloud Agency is a service for the deployment and execution of mOSAIC application. It is in charge
for provisioning, from different providers, a collection of
Cloud resources, which fulfill at best the user’s requirements, to be consumed by mOSAIC applications.
The selection of the Cloud resources to be consumed is
nowadays a challenging task for the developer or user of
Cloud applications due to different business models associated with resource consumptions as well as due to the
variety of features that the Cloud providers are offering.
The IaaS commercial provider is interested in proposing
a technological solution that is differentiating it from the
others providers. This differences have the drawback of
locking the customers as no alternative are provided. Also
open source technologies for setting up Private Clouds
are not compliant with each other. In this context, the
Cloud Agency addresses the interoperability problem by
proposing an uniform interface for accessing multiple
IaaSs.
In the Cloud computing service market there are thousands of options which are different in terms of characteristics of the service, general terms and conditions and
service levels that providers ensure. Their current Service Level Agreements (SLAs) use proprietary metrics
that make difficult to evaluate properly each offer and to
compare different offers among them. Moreover, the customer must trust twice its provider: because the agreed
SLA, and because the provider’s proprietary monitoring
service. That is why the Cloud Agency aims at advancing the state of art of using the Clouds by providing a
decision making support to the user for discovery and
decision about the best Cloud solution that satisfies his
requirements.
The Cloud customers need to detect under-utilization
and overload conditions, and also to take decisions about
load balancing and resource reconfiguration. In both the
cases it is necessary to dimension the Cloud resource to
avoid useless expenses and to not fail to satisfy the service
requirements when workloads change dynamically. The
Cloud Agency aims at providing a monitoring service that
run on IaaS under the control of the customer.
Autonomic optimization of Cloud is widely investigated
at provider side, but is not perceived by the customer as
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its own benefit, because it aims at maximize the provider’s
utility in terms of utilization of physical resource business
improvement. That is why the Cloud Agency approach is
based on autonomic agents, which enforce well defined
policies to provide the perceived utility to their owners.
The user is able to delegate to the Cloud Agency the necessary checks of SLA fulfillment, the monitoring of resource
utilization, and, eventually, necessary re-negotiations.
The preliminary concept of the Cloud Agency architecture is detailed in [19], while the implementation layers
to support Cloud applications were presented in [20]. The
Cloud Agency is a step forward towards the implementation of the recent vision of Autonomic Cloud (as discussed
in [21]).
Interfacing

Implemented as a multi-agent system, the Cloud Agency
is based on asynchronous messaging as other mOSAIC
software prototypes. The message-passing architecture
was exposed in [22].
The Cloud Agency can act as a standalone and independent component or as an integrated platform component. In the first case it can be used to book Cloud
resources and eventually monitor and reconfigure them
(scale up, scale out, change providers), without the need
of other mOSAIC components. Several user-friendly and
programmatic interfaces can be used for interaction (a list
and their descriptions can be found in [23]). In the second
case, the Cloud Agency offers services to the core components of the platform (e.g. in the case of reconfiguration at
application level). A RESTful interface can be used for the
interaction [24]. It is compliant with OCCI.
While multi-agent based Cloud management architectures or frameworks were proposed before mOSAIC
(like in the proposal exposed in [25]), we consider that
mOSAIC’s Cloud Agency is the most complete implementation of the concepts that has been tested in the context
of complex scientific and commercial applications.
Resource management: provisioning and monitoring

The Cloud Agency provisions resources which should
be consumed by the applications. Through its interfaces,
detailed in [26], the Agency Client can start a Callfor-Proposal, based on a component description of the
application and the policy specifications (a HTTP POST
message embedding an SLA is sent to the Agency). The
availability of a result triggers an event (using a HTTP
POST message), after which the Cloud Agency Client is
able to accept or reject the proposal.
The brokering of the best collection of Cloud resources
has been modeled as a multi-criteria optimization problem, with hard and soft constraints that can be included by
the user in the Call-for-Proposals, as it is described in [27].
With regards to a computing service, such constraints can
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be required for service properties, like CPU architecture,
minimum amount of memory, CPU speed, I/O speed or
number of cores. The level of the service availability can
be set over a threshold. Multiple objectives can be defined
by the user to choose the cheaper proposal and/or to optimize the performance of I/O-bound or memory-bound
application.
Beyond the provisioning role, the Cloud Agency has also
other resource management functionalities, like monitoring, that is related to the parameters specified in SLAs
(monitorinf the quality of service). Details about this role
implementation can be found in [28,29].
Vendor modules

A Cloud provider offer is represented in a brokering or
negotiation process by a Vendor Module; details about
the module architecture and interaction with the Cloud
Agency were exposed in [30]. A simple template was
designed to offer a mechanism for new Cloud providers
to connected their services to the Cloud Agency; the
template was first documented in [31].
Until now mOSAIC’ software repository includes Vendor Modules for more than ten Public Clouds. Among
these mOSAIC supports well known providers like Amazon, Rackspace [32], and GoGrid [33], as well as European
Cloud providers including Flexiant [34] (UK), CloudSigma
[35] (Switzerland), NIIFI [36] (Hungary), Arctur [37] and
Hostko [38] (Slovenia), latest two using VMware’s vCloud
[39], respectively OnApp [40]. Moreover, Private Clouds
built by using open-source technologies, like Eucalyptus
[41], OpenNebula [42], CloudStack [43], or OpenStack
[44], can be also represented in the brokering process by
their corresponding Vendor Modules and managed by the
Cloud Agency’s uniform interface.
User-centric SLA management and dynamic negotiation
SLA management

Service Level Agreements (SLAs) are the basics of a common language for agreements between the Cloud clients
and the Cloud service providers. Due to the self-service
approach, typical for Cloud computing, a SLA for a Cloud
service has from user perspective a relevant role in defining what the service effectively grants. mOSAIC supports
SLA both at brokering level and at API level. In the
first case, SLAs are used for the brokering mechanisms
through the Cloud Agency and through a SLA client with
respect to provider’s offer. In this second case, mOSAIC
acts as an SLA provider: the offered services are enriched
with SLAs.
The API offers to the application developer a framework
which helps in building custom SLA, as well as in seamless
integration of their management in service provisioning.
At state of art few frameworks exists that offers such
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kind of functionalities: the one produced by SLA@SOI
[45-47], which proposed a solution for building SLA managers to be integrated in service oriented architectures,
or WSAG4j [48] which is a Java library compliant with
the WS-Agreement standard (that defines protocol and
format for SLA representation and management). Such
frameworks are complex and expected to be integrated by
Cloud providers: SLA are defined by the provider and the
users can access only a set of predefined templates.
The SLA management in mOSAIC is considered to
be different from such predecessors in its concept: the
main goal of mOSAIC’ SLA framework is to enable a
developer to easily integrate a single application with an
SLA life cycle, so instead of offering a single and static
general purpose solution for SLA management for any
application, a set of micro-functionalities is offered to
be integrated with the application in order to build up
a dedicated solution for the application developer problem. Due to the component-based approach of the API,
it is possible to build up applications enriched with useroriented SLA management, from the very early development stages. Example of such microfunctionalities are
the SLAgw which offers a REST-based interface to submit
and sign SLAs, the SLAstore which maintain the SLA life
cycle or the SLApolicy which is adopted to automate the
enforcement of SLA policies.
Following such approach SLAs can be defined both by
the developers (offering SLA templates like with other
solutions) or defined by the users (following the standard
WS-Agreement format); in such latter case it is up to the
application to parse and eventually accept or refuse the
submitted SLA. mOSAIC’ SLA framework offers the tools
to access the submitted request and templates for building custom decision components, which have the role of
making decisions on the basis of the SLA submitted. Such
user-centric service level management is further discussed
in details in [49].
Note that the SLA parameters to be supported in such
solution are strictly dependent on the application and
their management is delegated to the application developer. The SLA framework was applied further for the
management of security-based SLA (in [50-53]) and has
been integrated in simulation engines able to predict the
evolution of the developed application [54,55].

SLA-based brokering and negotiations

The mOSAIC’s brokering mechanism is an intermediary between the resource consumers and the resource
providers. The best SLA from the point of view of consumer is identified [56]. The policies that can be used
are presented in [57], the basic one being the ’lowest
cost’. SLA-based brokering mechanisms for ’lowest cost’
strategy were detailed in [58].
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Exploiting the event-driven architecture, a SLA condition violation triggers an event that can lead to a reconfiguration. A reconfiguration mechanism was therefore
conceived, and it is based on rules and a reasoner [59].
Assuming that the Cloud providers are willing to negotiate the costs of the resources, a more complex mechanism
with stages for negotiations can be conceived, as the one
presented in [60].
Semantic processing and ontology
Semantic engine

The Semantic Engine is a mOSAIC component helping
the user in selecting APIs components and functionalities
needed for building new Cloud applications as well as in
identifying the proper Cloud resources to be consumed.
It introduces a new level of abstraction over the Cloud
APIs, by providing semantic based representation (in the
OWL language of the Semantic Web) of functionalities
and resources, related by properties and constraints. The
detailed architecture of the solution is presented in [61].
Using the Semantic Engine the developer of Cloud
applications can semantically describe and annotate
the developed components, specify application domain
related concepts and application patterns, potentially
using application domain ontologies, as explained in
details in [62].
The Semantic Engine overcomes the syntactical differences between Cloud services, resources or their programming models. Automatic analysis of Cloud Vendor
APIs is therefore possible, as demonstrated in [63]. Moreover, the semantic representation of Cloud APIs combined with automated algorithmic concept recognition in
object-oriented code, augmented with structural based
matchmaking techniques, can be a strong basis for porting
existing applications towards Clouds [64].
The semantic techniques are used for describing
application requirements. The Semantic Engine infers
the infrastructural requirements from the application
description and from other information, and produces a
vendor agnostic SLA template [65].
Cloud ontology

While several Cloud ontologies were developed before
mOSAIC (like the one proposed in [66]), the mOSAIC’s
one is built upon existing standards and proposals analysis
through annotation of documents, as described in depth
in [67]. It is used in the mOSAIC’s semantic processing.
The mOSAIC’s Cloud ontology has been developed in
OWL. It has been populated with instances of Cloud
provider APIs. The knowledge base can be extended with
new Cloud provider APIs in the future. The initially proposed ontology was first exposed in [68]. Later on it
was augmented with services specific terms – a list of
enhancements is presented in [69].
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Integration platform

For the purpose of this paper, the collection of individual
components that represent mOSAIC’s proof-of-concept
prototype solutions are depicted in Figure 1. Individual
components, like API implementations, application developing tools, vendor modules and so on are part of the
integration platform (named here the mOSAIC’s PaaS).
Core components of the software platform

Core components are aiming to enable the run-time and
deployment functionalities offered by the platform. These
include: mOS, Deployer, Container, Components-of-theShelf (COTS) and Drivers. They are responsible for the
platform control, scheduling, scaling, monitoring, application deploying and so on.
mOS is a customized Linux kernel running in virtual
machines. It is used to host and control the platform
and the application components. The Deployer is a core
component which deploys software modules on mOS:

Figure 1 Component view of the integration platform.
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the packaged component is retrieved by the Deployer
from the named location and installed into an appropriate execution environment inside the instantiated Virtual Machines. A Container is a component which hosts
Cloudlets, and is responsible for meeting the requirements of elasticity and fault tolerance. The Drivers access
specific API of external Cloud services, and are built, for
example, for message queue mechanisms like RabbitMQ
[70], for key-value stores provided by Amazon S3 [71] or
Riak [72], or for distributed file system HDFS [73].
The functionality of the core components was described
for the first time in [74]. Aspects like reliability or faulttolerance support are treated in later papers like [75].
Commercial off-the-shelf components

A number of software components were adapted, so that
they can interoperate with the mOSAIC platform and
facilitate seamless application development and deployment. Examples of components off-the-shelf (COTS) that
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are currently available are: RabbitMQ Server, Riak Server,
CouchDB server [76], Jetty web application server [77],
MySQL server.
In mOSAIC, COTS are viewed as Cloud software
resources, based on open source technologies and reusable. These components are deployed as any other component and can be managed, monitored, and accessed via
specific Drivers.
Application development and deployment tools

Several tools are offered to enable the seamless development of new applications or the deployment of the existing applications. Eclipse plug-ins, for example, allow the
development, deployment, debugging and control of the
components written in Java. A Web interface and a command line interface are available to monitor the status of
the deployed components (including analysis of the logs)
and to control the life-cycle of the running applications.
Configuration tools and editors are provided so that, for
example, it is possible to build Call-for-Proposals, which
may be directly submitted to the Cloud Agency.
The Portable Testbed Cluster (PTC) is a specific component that allows for application testing on the developer’s
desktop computer. The PTC simulates a Cloud environment using VirtualBox [78]. Its also uses a simple resource
allocator, a credential service (which stores the credentials for a specific user for a specific Cloud provider), and
the storage of the application components in a Web accessible location. Through its graphical interface the PTC
allows the seamless movement of the locally developed
application into a Public or Private Cloud.
Open-source and portability of the integrated platform

A large part of the integrated platform is offered as opensource in the mOSAIC’s Bitbucket collection [79]. Tables 1
and 2 map the components to the corresponding repositories. The open source part makes it possible to design
and execute a variety of Cloud applications.
The platform is theoretically deployable on any Linuxbased virtual machine. mOS needs to be first installed to
make available the core components. For several providers
(e.g. Amazon, Flexiant), virtual machine images, with
mOS already installed on top, are publicly available.
The fact that the mOSAIC’s platform is deployable
makes the difference from other PaaS, like Google Application Engine [80] or Microsoft Azure [81]. An opensource and deployable PaaS, developed in the same time
with mOSAIC, is the VMware’s Cloud Foundry [82].
Compared with this one, an advantage is the complete
openness of the mOSAIC’s API.
Platform-as-a-Service characteristics

As discussed earlier, by using mOSAIC, the developer
of a Cloud application can postpone the selection of a
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Cloud infrastructure provider, from the development to
the deployment phase. Through the usage of the application tools, a seamless deployment of the application in
various Public Clouds is possible after its development
and debugging in a Private Cloud or on a local computer.
This is more than a Platform-as-a-Service can currently
offer – usually the application is deployed immediately on
the infrastructure that the PaaS owner provides.
A classical PaaS is not exposing the infrastructure services that are used, while in mOSAIC its user is aware and
able to control the resource services. From this point of
view mOSAIC distinguishes from other PaaS, as being a
portable and lightweight management software for IaaS.
Proof-of-concept applications
The concept of a mOSAIC Cloud application

A mOSAIC compliant application is built from loosely
coupled components. Its execution is expected to have no
limits in time. It may be expected that some of the components would be elastic, i.e. able to scale up and down in
number. The most common cases of Cloud applications
are Web applications, which fully fit into this behavioral
model. However, the mOSAIC API and platform are suitable for building and deploying also other applications
which can have the same behavior.
There are two basic scenarios of using the mOSAIC set
of solutions:
1. Developing a new application from scratch. In this
case the developer has the possibility to use most
of the software tools provided by mOSAIC,
starting with the API implementation and the
application tools. The Semantic Engine can be
used to find proper design patterns. Application
tools can be used to prepare a Call-for-Proposal
for the Cloud Agency and to approve one of its
responses. Software platform services are
responsible to deploy, control and monitor the
executing application.
2. Migration of an existing application. In this case
the application owner may be interested in finding
a proper place to deploy the application, and the
Cloud Agency is the main tool which is used in the
process. The application owner may use the
application tools to properly describe the
application and to make a Call-for-Proposal to the
Cloud Agency. Only a part of the platform is used
to control the application after its deployment.
Benefits of using mOSAIC

The main reason of using the mOSAIC solution may be its
vendor-agnosticity. The application developer and owner
can select at run-time the Cloud services to be consumed
(usually this decision need to be made at design phase).
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Table 1 Open-source codes in Bitbucket repository (Part I)
Component

Description

Sub-repository
API implementations

Java API

Provides the developer with an asynchronous API for
managing a customized Component and allowing the access
to various data sources and backends

Mosaic-java-platform

Python API

Similar with Java API, but for Python

Mosaic-python-platform

Erlang

Tools for Erlang

Mosaic-erlang-tools

NodeJS

NodeJS implementation

nodejs-libraries

DFS Java Connector

Java Connector for distributed file systems

Mosaic-java-connectors-dfs

Realtime feeds

Allows interested users to receive live updates of various ATOM
feeds, via a Web interface

Mosaic-examples-realtime-feeds

Workbench

A set of functionalities implemented inside the EclipseRCP that
permits to have a fully functional Eclipse workbench to work
with the mOSAIC platform

Mosaic-workbench

Frontends

Allow the user to interact with the actual tool implementations
(the backends) via various interfaces like CLI (Command Line
Interface) or graphical UI’s

Mosaic-node-wui

Eclipse plugins - Editors

Provides the end user a way to edit the configuration files in a
completely visual way

Mosaic-workbench

CA Connector

Cloud Agency Connector

Mosaic_ca-connectors

Portable Testbed Cluster

Local virtual cluster environment that simulates a IaaS

ftp.info.uvt.ro/mosaic/ptc/

Application tools

Application service components
SLAgw

SLA REST interface

Mosaic-java-SLAgw

SLA-components

SLA storage management component

components-SLA

Benchmark-SLA

SLA Policy Component

components-benchmarks

Benchmarks

Java benchmarks

Mosaic-java-benchmarks

Vendor modules (in mosaic-vendormodule-*)
Amazon

Amazon vendor module

CloudSigma

CloudSigma vendor module

-amazon
-cloudsigma

Eucalyptus

Eucalyptus vendor module

-eucalyptus

Flexiscale

Flexiscale vendor module

-flexiscale

GoGrid

GoGrid vendor module

-gogrid

NIIFI

Vendor module for Hungarian IaaS

-niifi

OpenNebula

OpenNebula vendor module

-opennebula

OpenStack

OpenStack vendor module

-openstack

PTC

Module for mOSAIC’s PTC

-ptc

VMware

VMware ’s vCloud vendor module

-vmware

A side effect is the possibility to migrate applications from
one Cloud provider to another. Therefore mOSAIC can be
used to port applications between Clouds. Other reasons
for using mOSAIC may be more technical:
1. Ability to ensure the elasticity at component level
(usually done to a lower level of granularity, at
virtual machines level).
2. Integration in one set of solutions of application
development tools with deployment and control
tools, as well as with Cloud brokering mechanisms.

3. Open-source technology that allows extensions as
needed for special applications or embedding of
other technologies.
4. Deploy-ability that allows to use on-premises
resources in development phase and to build
Private or Hybrid Clouds enabled applications.
Demo applications for the API usage

Simple applications, like the ’Hello world’, producerconsumer, ping-pong messaging and so on, are provided
for the Java implementation of the API. The example
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Table 2 Open-source codes in Bitbucket repository (Part II)
Component

Description

Sub-repository
Platform’s core components

Controller

Allows the developer to observe and control the running
components (either Cloudlets, Drivers, Resources, etc.)

Mosaic-node

Component hub

Intermediates communication between the components,
and other various needed services (eg. logs)

Mosaic-node

Resource allocator

Resource provisioner based on existing credentials

Included in PTC

Execution engine

Container: Component responsible for instantiating linux
containers (LXC) from mosaic bundles (containing all
required data for running an application)

Mosaic-execution-engine

Agent: Running inside the Containers providing application setup, startup and monitoring

Mosaic-execution-engine-agent

Naming service

Allows the registration of new components and their discovery by other components

Mosaic-node

Deployer

A Python RPC implementation based on JSON-RPC2, providing introspection, Unix socket based protocol, standard
Http protocol support and a simple CLI application implementing the protocol

mjsrpc2

Packager

Packaging utilities and repositories

Mosaic-packages-repositories

Scheduler & Scaler

Scheduling and scaling components

Mosaic-scheduler

Credentials service

Provides secure access to various credentials or secret
tokens needed by various libraries or components to
access external resources

Mosaic-credentials-service

mOS

mOSAIC operating system: the system includes the platform’s core services

Mosaic-mos

Deployable COTS and Drivers
RabbitMQ component

Customized variant of RabbitMQ which makes it behave
like a managed component

Mosaic-components-rabbitmq

Riak component

Customized variant of Riak which makes it behave like a
managed component

Mosaic-components-riak-kv

CouchDB component

Customized variant of CouchDB which makes it behave
like a managed component

Mosaic-components-couchdb

HTTP Gateway component

Intermediates HTTP requests between clients on the Internet and components handling those requests. Provides
routing and load balancing

Mosaic-components-httpg

mHTTP Gateway component

Routes HTTP messages on queue and enable access to a
key value store. Renders HTML pages

Mosaic-components-mhttpgw

AMQP driver component

Message Queue driver for the AMQP protocol

Mosaic-java-platform

Riak driver component

Key value driver for the Riak component

Mosaic-java-platform

HDFS driver component

Distributed File System driver for Hadoop

Mosaic-java-drivers-hdfs

MySQL component

A component for handling (starting/stopping) a MySQL
database engine

Mosaic-components-mysql

applications as well as various Cloudlet templates are
available in the open-source repository.
A more complex application that combines COTS and
developed Cloudlets, is a so-called real-time-feed application. It is small a RSS feed alerter. A classical implementation supposes a poll mechanism that constantly
fetches content and makes a comparison with the previous version of the retrieved content to see what is new.
On contrary, the demo application implements a push
method which identifies the changes and announces them
to the event listeners. It uses Twitter’ streams of updates to

subscribed applications. A first-time description is available in [83].
Proof-of-concept scientific and commercial applications

In the context of mOSAIC project, a variety of applications were developed. These include:
1. an Earth observation application where IaaS is
procured for processing satellite data in
emergency situations (e.g. earthquakes);
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2. an Intelligence Maintenance System allowing
maintenance of devices from different industrial
scenarios through early diagnosis of faults in
critical components and real-time monitoring of
key variables;
3. a Model Exploration Service, an online service to
run agent-based simulation, requiring scalability;
4. a port to the Cloud of a legacy application for the
information extraction from scientific papers;
5. a port to the Cloud of an engineering application
for analysis of structures under static loading, with
the intention to make it available on the Internet
without the need for special licenses or
environmental settings.
The Earth observation application prototype dealing
with big sets of large-sized data is based on GMTSAR,
an open source processing system. It uses the mOSAIC
Cloud Agency as independent component for the provisioning of computational resources to create Virtual Clusters to run an OpenGIS Web Processing Service server
and a Hadoop framework. The main benefit of using the
mOSAIC approach is related to vendor-agnosticity. The
prototype is described in [84].
The Intelligent Management System intends to manage
easily and rapidly large amounts and continuous streams
of information. It has been written using the mOSAIC API
specifications. Two main groups of components are used:
components provided by the platform (message queues,
storage systems, HTTP gateway, etc) and specific components implemented as Cloudlets (for sensor data management, knowledge extraction dispatcher, etc). The main
benefits of using mOSAIC are: the elasticity of the application depending on the required computation capacity,
and the usage of fault tolerance features. A preliminary
description is provided in [85].
The Model Exploration Service is an online service
to run agent-based simulations in the Cloud. Cloud
resources are used to run large parameter sweeps of the
models. The initial application has already run using Amazon’s AWS. The porting of the application by applying
the mOSAIC approach has not involved only the change
of calls from the Amazon API to the mOSAIC API. The
internal architecture of the application was changed to
adopt mOSAIC design principles (the Cloudlet model) to
facilitate scalability, portability and autonomous reconfiguration. By avoiding vendor lock-in, the new version of
the application can be moved across ‘Cloud borders’, or
the application can be Multi-Cloud in the sense that certain parts run on different provider infrastructures. The
application architecture was first presented in [86].
Information extraction from scientific papers is a part
of the ReReSearch project that aims to build a knowledge
base about research. It is a computationally expensive
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task and, as the number of papers to be processed varies
considerably in time, there is a need for elasticity of the
Cloud (the preliminary study [87] lists the requirements).
The legacy Python code implementing the extraction
algorithms was split into components and wrapped into
Cloudlets. These Cloudlets, managed by the mOSAIC
platform, make the application elastic and portable. The
Cloudified extractor is exposed as a RESTful web service which can be used as needed by ReReSearch control
system. Implementation details are exposed in [88].
The Analysis of Structures under Static Loading application is based on a specific Finite Element formulation,
which allows the modeling of a desired structure by beam
elements. It is based on the NoDeK software which is written in Matlab and used by small number of construction
engineers, due to the required Matlab licenses for running the simulation. The application has scalability problems and its user-friendly interface could be considerably
improved. There are several reasons to use Cloud computing technology, e.g. offering the application as a service
has the target of widening the customer base. The reasons of selecting mOSAIC is related to the expectations of
faster calculation in Clouds than on the local desktops, as
well as to deal with the dynamic change in the number of
concurrent users. The design of the Cloudified version of
the application is available in [89]. Matlab-based Cloudlets
were designed and are presented in further details in [90].
The use of Semantic Engine usage in the development
phase of the application is exposed in [91].
Benchmarking

A mOSAIC application is developed without taking into
account the target provider, however when the application
needs to run and consume resources, the choice of the
infrastructure provider may significantly affect the application performances and costs of using the infrastructure.
The evaluation and prediction of such performances for
applications is a complex task, due for example, to the
elasticity offered by Cloud resources, or the high number
of layers involved.
In order to face the problem of choosing appropriate
infrastructure provider, mOSAIC provides a Benchmarking Framework. The framework contains a set of components that can be used in order to setup a custom
benchmark which measures the performances of the target application under well known workloads. Such benchmarks are built “ad-hoc” for each different application,
even if a set of stable application for common resources
and application are available and can be used as kernel
benchmark to compare different providers [92]. Moreover, through the adoption of simulation techniques it is
possible to use benchmark results to predict the behavior of application in different execution conditions, as
proposed and demonstrated in [93].
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Scientific applications support

While being partially an open-source solution, it is
expected that mOSAIC is interesting especially for the
academic communities. As pointed above, mOSAIC has
prove its utility for several scientific applications with
different requirements. Therefore, the opportunity for
mOSAIC to be a science facilitator was investigated
recently in [94]. An early study of migration from Grid to
Cloud using mOSAIC concepts is provided in [95] for a
platform intended for high education activities in Earth
observation. The support for scientific legacy applications
through self-configuration is exposed in [96]. For the particular case of engineering application, a comprehensive
study can be found in [97].
Beyond the promises
Security

Security is a critical issue for the Cloud adoption. While
mOSAIC has not promised initially to deal with this topic,
in order to offer a complete solution, the problem of security in multiple Clouds was studied in order to define,
develop and adopt a mOSAIC-specific security approach.
Taking into account the target of mOSAIC for multiple
Clouds, the available solutions for Cloud Federations were
analyzed in deep in [98], establishing the basic requirements. The research activities acquired experiences from
previous work related to Cloud and Grid integrations,
as exposed in [99]. The main security problem that was
treated is related to the access control solutions, as presented in [100]. The mOSAIC’s SLA framework was integrated into an automated access control mechanism for
the Cloud and Grid, as proved in [53]. The FP7 project
SPECS (Secure Provisioning of Cloud Services based on
SLA management [101]), starting in Autumn of 2013, will
continue to enhance the mOSAIC’s SLA framework.
Due to the Cloud elasticity and auto-scalability features,
denial of services was considered one major threat. Therefore denial of service attacks, specially targeted to Cloud
systems, were were studied in [50,52]. A mOSAIC based
solution for protecting Cloud applications against such
attacks was proposed in [51]. Finally, a special service was
designed based on SLAs: Intrusion tolerance as a Service
[102].
Another research direction considered the secure
authentication negotiation in Cloud. The first results are
exposed in [103].
Governance

Cloud governance comes as the next development step
after Cloud management. It provides the ability to set
policies within the environment in order to ensure the
system’s wide security, privacy and compliance. It is provide also the business level missing in Cloud management
solutions. While the Cloud management is providing an
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execution environment, according [104], the Cloud governance is in charge of decision making in order to achieve
objectives that meet its customers’ needs.
As shown in [105] the multi-agent systems are fit to
build a Cloud governance solution due to the autonomous
nature, fault tolerant behavior and ability to self-organize.
Therefore the mOSAIC which is based partially on multiagent systems provides a convenient environment to study
the merge of Cloud management and Cloud governance.
To do so, the requirements in order to achieve Cloud
governance in mOSAIC were established in [106], most
importantly being the ones related to service lifecycle
control and governance bus.
Cloud service lifecycle in a Multi-Cloud needs to take
into account the distribution of services across different
provider sites and the ability of services to scale. The core
aspects of a service lifecycle, including service template,
offering, contract, provisioning service, runtime maintenance, and end of service, are extended in the mOSAIC’s
governance architecture, first time presented in [107].
A Cloud governance bus needs to handle messages,
security, exceptions, protocol conversion and to provide
an adequate level of quality of services. The bus proposed
in [108] implements enterprise integration patterns as
well as data integration services which enables easy access
to datastores.
Particular attention was given in mOSAIC to the data
services as part of the proof-of-concept applications
which are dealing with big data (static and streaming).
Data-stores and the appropriate services were studied and
developed in conjuction with the mOSAIC’s Cloud governance solution [109,110]. Another issue that was treated
in the same context is the security of the data [111].
The Cloud governance can lead to an unitary ecosystem,
where applications can be easily created, managed, discovered and can easily interact one another. This is aligned
with the idea of InterCloud and Cloud Blueprint, introduced in [112]. The grounds for such an ecosystem based
on mOSAIC’s approach were put in [113].
Resource management: scheduling and application
monitoring

Scheduling mechanisms are widely used in distributed
systems. However the particularities of Clouds impose a
reconsideration of these mechanisms. In order to come
with a practical offer, the scheduling problem in Clouds
and Multi-Clouds was studied. An initial proposal for the
particular case of workflows and based on multi-agent
systems was presented in [114]. Starting from this proposal and exploiting the capacity of multi-agent systems
for regeneration, a self-healing scheduling mechanism
was later on presented in [115].
A large category of Cloud applications are long-running
and their high availability is essential. In this context and
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taking into account the design of mOSAIC application
based on components, in [116] is proposed a scheduling mechanism of replicated components aiming to reach
the objective of highly availability despite multiple faults
in Multi-Cloud. Another scheduling mechanism based on
cost constraints was presented in [117], while a novel P2P
scheduling scheme has been introduced in [118].
Monitoring services are usually referring to the infrastructure delivery indicators and are in relationship with
service level agreements and quality of services. However,
the user is highly interested in the behavior of particular
applications deployed in Clouds. Therefore an important
topic should be the Cloud application monitoring. Taking into account the component based architecture of the
mOSAIC applications (including the communication system as a component), the component monitoring can be
considered. This approach for the monitoring services was
first presented in [119].
Model-driven engineering

In mOSAIC a Cloud application consists of loosely coupled components, which in particular can wrap legacy
software. In this context, the paper [120] investigates
the possibilities to introduce a model-driven architecture which support composition, customization, flexibility, maintenance and reusability of Cloud application
components in the particular case of scientific and engineering applications.The approach is illustrated through
the design and operation of the application for analysis of
structures under static loading.
A methodology, named MetaMORP(h)OSY, that uses
model-driven engineering and model transformation
techniques to analyse Cloud services was introduced in
[121]. Due to the complexity of the systems to analyse,
when modeling profiles are built with MetaMORP(h)OSY,
the mOSAIC Ontology is used as being able to specify
Cloud domain-related properties. Following the methodology, a proof-of-concept for a particular Cloud use case
is provided in [122].
Related projects, prototypes or applications
Related projects

mOSAIC has a strong relationship with two national
projects: the Italian Cloud@Home [123] and the Romanian AMICAS [124].
The primary goal of Cloud@Home is to implement a
volunteer Cloud, by which both the commercial/business
and the volunteer/scientific viewpoints coexist. Several
topics that are treated by Cloud@ Home and are not primary targets to mOSAIC have lead to common proposals.
Two topics are in this context relevant: performance management exposed in [125], and quality of services exposed
in [126]. Moreover the SLA-based mechanisms for brokerage are common to mOSAIC and Cloud@Home [127].
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CHASE [128], Cloud@Home’s Automatic Service Engine
is designed to optimize the scheduling of virtual machines
in a Cloud environment based on the a performance
prediction service and a forecast service.
The primary goal of AMICAS is to offer a solution for
Automatic Clouds. Opposite to mOSAIC which is targeting the Cloud users, AMICAS is targeting the Cloud
providers, intending to offer them an easy manageable
middleware (Cloudware) for Multi-Cloud. It starts from
the mOSAIC’s software platform and enhances it with
facilities of interest to Cloud providers. An important
topic that is tackled by AMICAS, using the mOSAIC
experimental platform, is the programmability of services
for multiple Clouds. The steps to reach a high level of
programmability were discussed in [129], while the programmatic management of services from multiple Clouds
using mOSAIC was described in [130]. Another subject
is the auto-scaling mechanisms, essential in Cloud computing environment. Currently most of such mechanisms
that are used by Cloud providers are centralized. Taking into account the perspective of the Multi-Cloud, such
centralized approach is not appropriate. A decentralized
auto-scaling mechanism was therefore proposed in [131]
for the case of homogeneous systems, and was extended
for the heterogeneous systems in [132]. Theoretical analysis of the background algorithm correctness is presented
in [133].
mOSAIC’s software platform is used as a Multi-Cloud
resource management middleware in another current
project funded by the European Commission: more precisely, it plays the role of run-time environment in the
model-driven engineering project named MODAClouds
[134]. Its role in the architecture is explained in the early
position paper [135].
Moreover, the Earth Observation application can be
viewed as a preliminary study for the Earth Observation
Use Case scheduled in the frame of the Helix Nebula
project (Science Cloud initiative funded by the European
Commission [136]).
Related prototypes

As stated earlier, mOSAIC is interested to support scientific applications running in Clouds. A large category
of scientific applications are based on parallel computing
simulations.
mJADES is a prototype for concurrent simulations in
Clouds, using the mOSAIC’s SLA framework. It is the
result of Italian PerfCloud project (building an environment for IaaS provision based on Cloud and Grid
integration). Its architecture is explained in [55]. Using
this prototype several performance prediction studies of
Cloud-based parallel simulations were done [54,137].
The mOSAIC software platform is used by the prototypes of services delivering HPC-in-the-Cloud in the
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frame of HOST project [138] funded by European Commission in the frame of FP7 Capacities programme [139].
The mechanism used in Clouds and Grids for resource
identification and brokering are close. Key ideas that were
the basis for mOSAIC Ontology and Brokering systems
were used recently in the Grid context. An Ontology for
contract negotiations was presented in [140], while negotiations in an agent-based grid resource brokering system
are exposed in [141].
An adaptive and semantic database model for RDF data
stores [142] was also conceived following mOSAIC data
service examples.
Related software products

Olaii [143] is a commercial product emerged as side effect
of developing the dynamic semantic discovery service of
mOSAIC. Information extraction library developed under
the umbrella of mOSAIC’s dynamic semantic discovery
service is focused on extraction of the semantic descriptors for REST APIs, but can be extended to cover other
use cases. The product is an application which will help
discovering events or finding friends to go out with. The
semantic extractor developed in mOSAIC is modified to
extract the events instead of REST operations. Machine
learning techniques applied in the semantic extractor to
classify REST operations and to find irregular operations
are applied for the events for building a recommendation
system based on users’ Facebook or Twitter profiles.
mOSAIC is currently used to provide an information service to the citizens of the third largest town of
Romania. More precisely in the frame of SEED project
[144], funded by European Commission through the CIP
programme [145], a particular information service was
build using mOSAIC API and platform and continuously extracts feeds from governmental sites (European,
national and regional) as well as public service institutions
(theaters, public transportation etc) and display them on
in- and out-door large devices. The application is similar
to the real-time-feed demo application.

mOSAIC positioning
Position as a solution for interoperability and portability in
multiple Clouds usage scenarios

Generally speaking, the interoperability problem has three
dimensions in the case of Cloud computing domain:
1. a design dimension, that deals with the need to
abstract the programmatic diverse interfaces of
various services,
2. a dynamic run-time dimension, that deals with the
need to support migration of the Cloud
application from one provider Cloud to another
provider Cloud, and
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3. a policy dimension, that deals with the need to
support communication and federation among the
Cloud providers.
mOSAIC is dealing mainly with the first dimension,
ensuring an abstraction level for vendor-agnosticity.
While is not tackling explicitly the migration or federation, it allows on-demand re-deployment of the supported
application in various Clouds.
The portability problem has also three dimensions (all
tackled by mOSAIC):
1. a functional dimension, that refers to the
application functionality in an
environment-agnostic manner,
2. a service dimension, that refers to the on-the-fly
adding, reconfiguration and removal of resources,
and
3. a data dimension, that refers to the import and
export of data in different formats.
The main requirements of portability (following the
comprehensive list from [146]) are met by the mOSAIC
solution as indicated in Table 3.
There are currently several technical approaches to
deal with portability and interoperability: open APIs and
protocols (like jclouds [147], libcloud [148], OpenStack,
OCCI [149] or δ-Cloud [150]), standards (like OVF [151],
CDMI [152] or CIMI [153]), frameworks (like for SLAs
from SLA@SOI project), semantic repositories (like UCI
[154]), or domain specific languages (like CloudML [155]).
mOSAIC is an integrated solution that offers an open API
with a high level of abstraction, and uses OCCI, SLA@SOI
framework and semantic processing.
Position as enabler for Multi-Cloud, Federations and
InterCloud

There are several reasons for the use of services from
multiple Clouds. The ones motivating mOSAIC are the
following two: (1) ensure the avoidance of vendor lock-in
by relaying upon the services from two or more providers;
(2) support Hybrid Clouds build from Private and Public
Clouds in order to deal with peaks or customer requirements.
According to the NIST report [156], multiple Clouds
can be used sequentially or simultaneous. The sequentially usage is related to the migration from one Cloud to
another driven from economic reasons (e.g. cost reductions, emergencies, back-ups etc). The simultaneous usage
of services from different Clouds can also have several
benefits like high availability and fault tolerance. mOSAIC
is mainly targeting the first scenario, while is not excluding
the second one.
According to [157], two delivery models can distinguished for multiple Clouds. The first one, the Federated
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Table 3 Portability requirements (five most important ones in of the six category) and their degree of fulfillment by
mOSAIC
Requirement

Fulfillment

Requirement

Market

Fulfillment
Monitoring

Economic models

Model of a component-based
market

SLA and performance
monitoring

SLA compliance checks,
component monitoring

License flexibility

Open-source

Sets of benchmarks

Benchmarks for
component based applications

Negotiated SLAs

Through Cloud Agency

Load balance monitor

Through Containers

Cost-effectiveness

Broker mechanism

Service audit

—

Leasing mechanisms

—

QoS aware services

—

Application

Deployment

Data portability and exchange

Unique API for same
type of data services

Deploy in multiple Clouds
with single tool

PaaS’ Deployer

Scale-in and -out

Elasticity of Cloudlets

Service discovery

Based on semantics

Location-free

No location restriction

Automated provisioning

Requires user consensus

Workflow management

Components
started in requested order

Navigation between services

—

If no communication

Behavior prediction

—

Span on multiple Clouds

Programming

AA & Security

Minimal reimplementation
when move

Re-deployment

Trust mechanisms

Common set or standard APIs

Use AMQP, OCCI

Authentication

Credential service

Same tools for cloud and entreprise
appls

Eclipse and Web GUIs

Security standards

Use Cloud vendor certificates

Ontology of Cloud

Own Cloud Ontology

Single sign-on

—

High level modelling

—

Digital identities

—

Cloud, assumes a formal agreement between the Cloud
providers. The second model, of Multi-Cloud, assumes
that there is no priori agreement between the Cloud
providers. mOSAIC is targeting mainly the Multi-Cloud,
establishing only at deployment phase the needs in terms
of services and the contacts with the Cloud providers.
According to [158], the term Multi-Cloud denotes the
usage of multiple and independent Clouds by a client
or a service. Clients or their software representatives are
responsible for managing resource provisioning. In the
same paper Multi-Clouds are classified in two categories.
The first category is that of libraries allowing the usage
of multiple clouds in a uniform way (including brokers
that directly take care of provisioning of services across
Clouds). The second category is that of services for provisioning resources which are hosted either externally
or in-house by the clients, and which usually includes
a broker. In this case the clients are entitled to specify a service level agreement or a set of provisioning
rules and the service performs accordingly the deployment and execution. As the authors of [158] have correctly
noted, mOSAIC can be mapped to the second category,
of services.

Intrusion-detection as a service

We should remind that in the category of libraries, the
most known products are the Python library Libcloud,
the Java library jclouds, the REST API δ-Cloud, the PHP
API Simple Cloud [159], or C++/ Python/Java API SAGA
[160]. These libraries can be used as Drivers in mOSAIC.
Moreover, mOSAIC’s API libraries are available for Java,
Python, Erlang and Node.js.
In what concerns the Multi-Clouds based on services,
we consider that there are two categories: hosted services and deployable services. mOSAIC belongs to the
deployable category.
Three hosted services are most relevant in this moment:
RightScale, Enstratius and Kaavo. RightScale [161] offers a
Private Cloud management platform for control, administration, and life-cycle support of deployments across multiple Clouds (it supports Amazon, Eucalyptus, GoGrid,
VMware and FlexiScale); server templates are available to
automatically install software on supported Cloud infrastructures. Enstratius [162] allows configuration management, monitoring, governance and automation and it
supports Amazon, CloudStack, CloudSigma, Eucalyptus,
GoGrid, Joyent Cloud, OpenStack, Rackspace, vCloud,
Azure and others. Kaavo [163] allows also the deployment
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and management of distributed applications, workloads,
and environments in various Clouds enabling resource
management across Public, Private, and Hybrid Clouds
(it supports Amazon, Rackspace, OpenStack, Eucalyptus,
Cloud.com, Terremark, Logicworks, HP Cloud and IBM
Cloud).
In terms of number of Cloud providers that are supported, mOSAIC is similar with the above mentioned
hosted services, but with a clear preference for the support of European Cloud providers. In terms of GUIs the
mOSAIC Web oriented one is considerably different, as
designed to serve applications, not resource management:
the user does not control the resources distribution or
consumption (provider interfaces can be used for this purpose), but instead controls the processes of the application
that are running (an application oriented view, instead a
resource provider view).
The current deployable services for Multi-Cloud are in
prototype phases as results of different research projects.
Two main competitors for mOSAIC are currently available: Aoleus and Optimis. The RedHat’s Aoleus [164]
is an open-source Cloud management software written
in Ruby for Linux systems. It allows users to choose
between Private, Public or Hybrid Clouds, using δ-Cloud
library. The Optimis Toolkit [165], result of the project
with the same name and funded by the European Commission in the same work-programme as mOSAIC (in
parallel with it), offers a platform for Cloud service provisioning that manages the lifecycle of the service and
addresses issues like risk and trust management. Compared with Aoleus, mOSAIC has the advantage of including more than a resource management middleware (not
restricted to the δ-Cloud list of providers). Compared with
Optimis, mOSAIC is weaker in terms of trust and risk
management, or even in brokerage process due to the
reduced set of policies; however the semantic processing
support, the SLA-based negotiation mechanisms, or the
application tools are the main comparative advantages of
mOSAIC.
A comprehensive analysis of mOSAIC positioning
versus the research prototypes for Federations and
Multi-Clouds, complementary to the above one that
is mentioning software products, was recently exposed
in [166].
A Cloud Federation or a Multi-Cloud that includes at
least one Cloud Broker and offers dynamic service provisioning is an Inter-Cloud. In the case of Multi-Cloud,
the Broker is often part of the service or library. This is
the case also for mOSAIC. According [158], the brokering
mechanisms are: SLA-based, i.e. requirements are specified by clients in the form of a service level agreements;
or trigger-action, i.e. rules are becoming active, triggering an action, when a predefined condition considering
the externally visible application performance indicators
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becomes true. Evidently, mOSAIC has a SLA-based brokering mechanism. However, taking into account its
event-driven orientation, part of its behavior is based on
rules and triggered-actions.
The most relevant representatives for SLA-based brokers for Multi-Clouds are SpotCloud and Stratos. SpotCloud [167] provides a marketplace where service
providers sell the extra capacity they have and the clients
can select the ’best’ service provider at a certain moment.
WSO2 Stratos [168] provides core services and building
blocks for federated identity and single sign-on, data-asa-service and messaging-as-a-service, and monitors SLAs,
CPU, memory and bandwidth utilization and automatically scales up or down depending on the load. The
mOSAIC brokering, monitoring, scaling or messaging
mechanisms are rather simpler compared with SpotCloud and Stratos ones. However, its component-based
and open-source design has the comparative advantage
of easy updates and customization according to user’s
needs.
mOSAIC has not been yet able to establish a market
place, as SpotCloud, but it does not exclude the idea.
A Cloud platform supporting applications composed of
software components can come with a component store
which provides components for common tasks. Using
such a store, developers should be able to build new applications and services by configure and compose the existing components, or by extending them with new functionalities. Moreover, a dynamic recomposition of software
during execution, i.e. adding, removing or reconfiguring
components within an application at runtime, should be
possible. A case study of using mOSAIC and a component
market for the design of a Bussiness-Process-as-a-Service
is sketched in [169].
Position as PaaS

As described earlier, mOSAIC exhibits some characteristics of a PaaS. Despite the fact that is not a hosted service,
but a deployable one, it offers several tools and facilities
to develop, deploy and control at run-time new applications. We consider here only two significant PaaSs to be
compared with mOSAIC’s PaaS. While the PaaS offer is
quite diverse, the selection is based on the usage spread,
respectively closeness to mOSAIC.
Google’s Application Engine (GAE) is one of the most
known PaaS. While the deployment facilities are more
complicated in mOSAIC due to the need of the user final
decision in selecting the Cloud provider, several limitations of GAE are avoided by mOSAIC. For example filesystem write access are forbidden in GAE; applications are
not allowed to make arbitrary network connections to the
Internet and HTTP requests must be made only through a
special library. All data handled by GAE must be stored in
a columnar database, and even though the developer has a
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query language resembling SQL, it is very limited in what
concerns filters. Moreover, in GAE the requests should be
handled within one minute or less. All of these restrictions
are not encountered in mOSAIC approach.
From the long list of hosting PaaS, Heroku [170] is
the most closest to mOSAIC concepts. Its features have
inspired not only mOSAIC, but also most of the recently
emerged PaaSs. The reason is its simple scheme to handle
development, configuration, deployment, and management. It supports a variety of programming languages
(Ruby, Python, Node.js, Scala and Clojure), as well as arbitrary executables either as binary or scripts. However,
there are several improvements that mOSAIC has been
able to provide. For example, it is actually impractical to
mix multiple languages in the same Heroku application,
while in mOSAIC components can be written in various languages if they are able to use a message passing
system. Any update of component of a Heroku application needs the complete shutdown of the application. In
mOSAIC components can be stopped, started or updated
during the execution of the application, as the messages
are waiting in the queues. Several other advantages are
comprehensively discussed in [171].
Position in open-source community

As earlier mentioned, mOSAIC is included in the category of services for Multi-Cloud. However there are other
open-source middlewares that are deployable, while not
necessary designed with the Multi-Cloud in mind, still
able to deal with homogeneous distributed resources. A
comprehensive comparisons of them and mOSAIC positioning is presented in [172], including ConPaaS, the Contrail [173] solution for Federations. In the same paper are
provided a series of criteria that can be used to compare
PaaSs.
We mention here only VMware’s Cloud Foundry and
Red Hat’s OpenShift [174], developed in the same time as
mOSAIC. Both are dedicated to Web applications, while
mOSAIC scope is more broader. mOSAIC is stronger also
in terms of data support, the number of Cloud providers
that are supported, the interfacing variants, the SLA and
brokerage mechanisms, as well as portability on other
Linux system than VMware or RedHat provided ones.
However is weaker in terms of performance analytics or
integration with other development environments than
Eclipse.
Position in the landscape of Cloud Computing projects
funded by the European Commission

Beyond Optimis, Contrail and MODAClouds that were
mentioned earlier, there are several other Cloud computing projects that have run in parallel with mOSAIC
and have provided close related solutions. A snapshot of
the landscape covered by these projects in the late 2011
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was provided with mOSAIC contribution in [175] in the
book [176] that collects reports on the states of more
than twelve such projects. The positioning of mOSAIC
in relationship with several Multi-Cloud projects was
expressed more recently in [177].
We remind here only few projects offering alternatives to mOSAIC approach or complementing it. 4CaaSt
[178] is building a BluePrint for registering Cloud services in an e-Market. Cloud4SOA [179] is dealing with
semantic based interoperability at platform level. CloudTM [180] is proposing another programming paradigm
for Clouds. Remics [181] is dealing with migration of
legacy applications to Clouds through model-driven engineering. TClouds [182] is offering security, privacy and
resilience mechanisms for Multi-Clouds. Vision Cloud
[183] is looking in details to the issues of data management
in Federations and Multi-Clouds.

Conclusions and future developments
Drawing the line at the end of project, the mOSAIC’s
multi-national team is checking the degree of fulfillment
of the initial promises. Shortly these were:
(i) a set of APIs for application portability between
Clouds,
(ii) agent technologies supporting dynamic
negotiations with multiple Cloud providers,
(iii) user-centric service level agreements,
(iv) Cloud ontology and semantic data processing,
(v) an open-source and portable
platform-as-a-service,
(vi) proof-of-concept applications.
Targeting to provide an innovative solution in these fields,
mOSAIC approach has proven its uniqueness and advantages over other existing approaches in what concerns:
(a) deployable and portable services of platform type
on top of IaaS;
(b) brokering system based on customizable service
level agreements and agent technologies;
(c) portability of Cloud applications supported by
semantic processors and multi-layered API;
(d) usefulness for porting scientific and commercial
applications towards the Cloud;
(e) a stable, complete and innovative middleware for
building, deploying and controlling applications
following Multi-Cloud usage scenarios.
While disparate proofs of the innovations are dispersed
in various mOSAIC-related articles, the present report
tried to offer a general overview of the main achievements
and advantages of mOSAIC. However it highlights also
some weaknesses in relationship with other approaches,
subject to improvements in the next years:
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(1) the event-driven programming style of mOSAIC
applications is considered to be complex by less
skilled programmers; the templates collections as
well as the workbench and wizzards should be
improved to better assist the application
developers;
(2) the deployment of special libraries still require
manual intervention; the deployment procedures
are therefore expected to be improved;
(3) the mechanism of the brokerage system allow
complex policies to be applied; however, simple
policies are currently used and the full potential
was not yet exploited;
(4) semantic processing is used currently at design
phase; the potential of the dynamic discovery
services, for example, has not yet been fully
exploited.
(5) several software prototypes have been developed
as proof-of-concept and a considerable part of
them, yet functional, are not ready for a production
phase; according to the interest expressed by the
community surrounding mOSAIC, particular
components (like the PTC simulator and resource
allocator) will be further improved to offer
production-level quality of service;
(6) commercial products developments has underline
the need of enlarging the number of COTS that
are wrapped to work with mOSAIC platform;
(7) the proof-of-concept applications developed in the
frame of the project are expected to be improved
to satisfy the requirements of their external users.
Several topics that were not in the main focus of
mOSAIC project are expected to be pursued in the near
future relying on the mOSAIC approach and software
repositories. We have already mentioned some of them in
this paper: model-driven engineering for Clouds, Cloud
security or automated management of Cloud resources.
With certainty this will happen in the frame of the
research, development and collaborative projects that
already rely upon the mOSAIC’s specific components. We
remind here some of them:
FP7 projects: MODAClouds in model-driven
engineering direction, SPECS in security direction,
HOST in scientific application support direction,
Helix Nebula in Earth observation application field;
National projects: AMICAS, in the direction of
automated management of multiple Cloud resources,
or Cloud@Home in the direction of Volunteer Cloud.
The fact that the mOSAIC architecture is built from
loosely coupled components enhance the chances for
the open-source software prototypes to be adopted and
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enhanced in other contexts that mOSAIC initial scenarios. This is the case of the commercial product Olaii that
was mentioned in this paper, which has started from the
semantic extractor developed in the frame of mOSAIC
project.
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